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Abstract - We propose gCubik+i as a new interactive platform that naturally interfaces a 3D display with a tabletop display. A virtual 3D aquarium application that showcases its group-sharing capability and its interactivity potential is presented here. Multiple users, around the table, can use the gCubik 3D display to naturally pick up static 2D fish images, from the table into their hands, and see them transforming into full parallax interactive 3D fish images. The gCubik+i platform introduces two novel interaction paradigms to existing tabletop display applications: 1) natural switching between the shared working spaces of the table and the users' hands, thus effectively combining the interaction modes of both them; and 2) transforming static 2D images into interactive 3D images that can be viewed and manipulated as if holding a real object. This paper describes the conceptual design and prototype implementation of the gCubik+i platform along with a description of its 3D virtual aquarium application.
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1 Introduction

In order to realize natural human-to-human communication, basic research on transmission of multi-sensory data, including sight, smell, touch and sound, is necessary[1]. In the case of face-to-face collaborative tasks, users often rely on manipulating physical objects on top of a table in order to support their discussion of ideas. Computer-supported collaborative work enhances users’ discussions by adding interactivity to the table’s surface and introducing tangible virtual objects, using small handheld input/output devices. A natural interface between the tabletop display and the tangible virtual objects is desired.

In this regard, we propose gCubik+i as a new interactive platform that naturally interfaces a 3D display with a tabletop display. A virtual 3D aquarium application that showcases its interactivity potential is shown in Figure 1.

Real-time interaction, provided by both the 3D display and the tabletop display, allows multiple users around the table to naturally pick up static 2D fish images, from the table into their own hands, and see them transforming into full parallax interactive 3D fish images. Once in their hands, users can share and interact with real-time animated 3D fishes supporting their discussions by pointing and handing over the display to other users.
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Fig. 1 Interactive virtual 3D aquarium using the gCubik+i platform
The gCubik+i platform introduces two novel interaction paradigms to existing tabletop display applications: 1) natural switching between the shared working spaces of the table and the users' hands, thus effectively combining the interaction modes of both them; and 2) transforming static 2D images into interactive 3D images that can be viewed and manipulated as if holding a real object.

In this paper, we first describe the conceptual design of the gCubik+i platform, its background and how it differs from previously proposed work. Next, we describe the components of the gCubik+i platform prototype. Finally, we present the implementation of an interactive virtual 3D aquarium application, based on the gCubik+i platform, and discuss how it supports collaboration among a group of users.

2 Design Concept

2.1 Background: Around-the-table Collaboration

Much research has been done on the fields of computer supported collaborative work (CSCW) and human-computer interaction (HCI), on how to facilitate and enhance the traditional way, a group of people would discuss and collaborate around the table. Here, we focus our discussion to those areas concerning a) tangible users interfaces (TUI), b) multi-user tabletop interaction and c) Three-dimensional (3D) displays.

TUIs(a) promise to leverage our natural object manipulation skills by using physical artifacts as representations and controls for digital information. Physical objects become both the display and the interface to bits of data, thus making the interaction direct and intuitive, leading to "direct engagement[2,]."

For example, assembling small cubes into a structure as input interface for 3D model data into a computer[3, 4], or touching real plants to input the different parameters to generate a virtual 3D plant[5].

Tabletop interactive displays(b) are commonly used to support group collaboration. Of special interest are the ones allowing multiple users to simultaneously interact with digital information by touching the display with their bare hands[6, 7, 8]. A number of techniques for interfacing multiple displays that allow multiple users to share virtual objects by transferring them between 2D displays using a simple and intuitive pick-and-drop metaphor can be found in[9, 10].

3D displays(c) promise to enrich the visual experience of interactive systems[11]. Examples varying from stereoscopic displays using special glasses[12], to auto-stereoscopic displays and volumetric displays [13, 14, 15], however, they are heavy or large and thus can not be freely manipulated neither touched for direct interaction. Integral Photography(IP) is one of the techniques used for 3D displays[16]. A micro-lens array is used for recording and displaying multiple perspectives of a real scene. There is no need of special glasses, stereopsis and full parallax clues are readily available. Real-time extensions of IP to video have been proposed for medical applications[17] and live real scene rendering[18, 19]. Although these systems have enhanced viewing angles they are still designed for single-screen frontal viewing.

2.2 Natural interaction between a tabletop and a 3D display

Consider the following scenario: a group of people is discussing about a new model of a cellular phone. If possible, somebody will almost immediately take his own cellular phone from his pocket, put it on the table, start pointing at parts of it while describing the features of the new model. He could also hold it and hand it to any other person for a closer inspection. In this way, the discussion becomes more concrete and the group understanding of the topic becomes also smoother. This scenario is quite common on any face-to-face collaborative tasks among a group of people.

The gCubik+i platform aims to allow multiple users to naturally share and interact with 3D images, thus supporting group collaboration, by naturally interfacing a 3D display with a tabletop display. The 3D display would replace real objects with interactive virtual objects, whereas the tabletop display would allow selecting among different virtual objects. Figure 2 shows an interaction scenario illustrating this conceptual idea.

Fig. 2 Using a graspable 3D display as the device to pick-up/release virtual objects on a table

The interaction should be as natural as if users where picking up different objects from a table by simply grabbing them with their hands and bringing them to the center of the group for discussion. Ideally, the 3D display should serve as the displaying device as well as the device to pick-up/release virtual
objects directly from the tabletop display. In this way, smooth switching between the shared working spaces of the table and the users’ hands effectively combines their interaction modes enriching the collaboration.

Figure 2 shows how the 3D display itself should be used as the device to pick-up/release virtual objects on the table.

2.3 Group-shared 3D Display (4g+i)

In order to naturally replace real objects as part of a group discussion, such a 3D display should provide at least the following characteristics: 

- **Group-shared**: simultaneous viewing for multiple users with correct perspective regardless of their positions,
- **Graspmable**: easy to hold in one hand and pass it over to others,
- **Glasses-free**: 3D stereo viewing without special glasses,
- **Glazed-showcase**: give the impression of 3D real objects are inside a transparent case, and
- **Interactive**: provide real-time natural interaction via simple hand or finger gestures.

Figure 3 shows how such a 3D display would provide a shared object of discussion allowing multiple users to simultaneously view the display regardless of their positions. Its compact size would allow easy handing over of the object as well as maintaining natural eye contact among the users during the discussion.

2.4 Related Work

In this section, we review and discuss previous work that closely relates to our proposed interaction platform. We focus mainly on graspable 3D displays and multiple-user tabletop systems.

Several cubic-shaped 3D displays have been proposed before, they are graspable and interactive. However, some would require special glasses to produce a stereo effect[12], lacking the characteristic 3g3 above. Other proposed displays[20, 21, 22, 23] do not require special glasses but need to track the user’s head to provide 3D motion parallax, and are single-user by design. These displays cannot simultaneously satisfy g1 and g3 above.

A number of interactive tabletop displays with multi-user capabilities have also been proposed. For example, the one found in [24] allows up to four users to simultaneously view and share stereo images with 3D motion parallax by tracking the users’ heads. It consists of an stereo display along with a display mask with a hole in its center. However, users need to wear special glasses. Also, users can naturally point at the virtual objects but are not able to grasp them for direct manipulation. This system lacks g2 and g3 above. A somehow related system was proposed in [25, it uses a specially designed optical screen to provide multi-perspectives for different users. It also includes interactive small physical objects that serve as miniature screens displaying different objects. However, its current implementation only supports users at fixed locations. This system implements all of the requirements in the previous sections, but only partially by restricting the number of users g1 and the manipulation of the objects happens only on top of the table g2. A glasses-free stereoscopic display using IP providing interactivity on a tabletop setup can be found in [26]. Multiple users can view the display in stereo and full motion parallax, however all the interaction happens on the top of the tabletop over a single IP screen.

Our proposed gCubik+i platform promises to effectively integrate all the “4g+i” requirements discussed above. The following sections describe its implementation details and discuss users’ experiences interacting with one of its applications.

3 gCubik+i Platform

3.1 System Configuration

The contribution of the gCubik+i platform is to enhance the gCubik 3D display[27], providing real-time interactivity by directly touching its faces, and interfacing it with a tabletop display. The platform also provides a real-time rendering and animation software module for easy application development.
The system consists of the gCubik 3D display with touch sensors on all of its faces, a tabletop 32" LCD display with an infrared (IR) sensor, a control box for processing input and output of image data and sensors signals, a PC computer for image rendering and signal processing.

The gCubik 3D display is connected to the control box using a cable carrying VGA cables for the LCDs and USB cables for the touch sensors. The length of the cable is about 1 m in order to allow enough flexibility for users to manipulate and interact with the display. The rendering PC outputs six VGA-resolution IP images and send them for display into the gCubik via video distributors, in real-time. The tabletop display, together with the IR touch sensor, is used to detect the proximity of the 3D cubic display for interaction.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show a photograph and an schematic system overview of the gCubik+i prototype. The following sections describe the hardware and software details of the gCubik+i platform.

3.2 gCubik 3D Display

We have proposed the gCubik[27], a graspsable cubic 3D display, allowing multiple users to view and share 3D images without special glasses. The display provides stereo and full motion parallax images and can be viewed from any direction with correct viewpoint-dependent perspective. Users can grasp and manipulate 3D virtual objects inside the display with their own hands. The gCubik was designed to implement the "4g" part of the requisites for group-shared 3D display described in Section 2.4.

The display is a cube with 10 cm per side, weighing approximately 950 g. Each face of the display is composed of an LCD panel, a micro-lens array plate, and a touch sensor, their layout is shown in Figure 6. The micro-lens array provide the auto-stereoscopic viewing based on the Integral Photography (IP) [16, 28] technique.

3.2.1 Wide Field-of-View IP

Given that our cubic display is to be viewed from any direction, each IP lens should be able to modulate light rays at an angle of at least $2\theta$, as shown in the left part of Figure 7. An extreme case occurs when simultaneously viewing three faces in the display. Let $D$ be the viewing distance, then the viewpoint becomes $\vec{v} = D/\sqrt{3}(1, 1, 1)$. Also, let $B$ be the size of one face and $\vec{c} = (0, 0, B/2)$ be the center of the upper face $F$ with normal $\vec{n} = (0, 0, 1)$, then the above $\theta$ is the angle between the viewing vector $\vec{v} = \vec{v} - \vec{c}$ and the normal $\vec{n}$. For $D=400$ mm and $B=72$ mm, $\theta$ becomes 59.2 degrees. Therefore our cubic display requires an IP lens with a minimum of 120-degree field of view.

The type of lens array generally used in IP can be considered a planar array of several plano-convex lens of pitch size $p$ tightly packed together as shown in the right part of Figure 7. Commercially available IP lens have no more than 40-degree field-of-view, $2\theta$, thus not suitable for our purposes.

We designed and implemented an IP lens array with a 120-degree field-of-view. Each IP lens is a biconvex lens arranged in front of the LCD on the left, as shown in Figure 6. The IP lenses are mounted inside holes made on a 1.12-mm-thick black-painted aluminum plate. There are 1065 lens per plate. The holes have a radius of 2.0 mm and are arranged in a honeycomb layout to avoid or minimize image cross-talk between the wide-angle lenses. The IP lens separation was fixed at 2.025 mm by setting each IP lens to cover a 18×18-pixel area of the LCD display used in our experiments. The IP lens focal length $f$, aperture and other parameters were optimized for image quality, and the LCD's glass and film were taken into account in the calculations.
3.2.2 Resistive Touch Sensors

Touch sensors were added to the gCubik on top of each of the faces to provide direct touch interactivity, refer to Figure 6. Among the commercially available choices, we chose resistive-type touch sensors, versus capacitive-type ones, because they would trigger touch events only when users intentionally use their finger nails for direct interaction. Capacitive-type ones would trigger touch events even when users were just holding the display with one hand.

Resistive touch sensors have two very thin metallic, electrically conductive layers. These layers affect the transmittance of the touch sensors, commonly around 80%, thus slightly reducing the brightness of the IP image. These layers may also slightly diffuse, and probably affect the stereopsis of the IP image. Quantitative measurement and necessary correction of the resulting IP image is part of our future work.

3.3 Real-time rendering for IP

The rendering algorithm utilizes OpenGL\[29\] off-screen rendering using framebuffer objects (FBO). It is an enhanced version of the algorithm in [30] and ideas from[31]. FBOs avoid context switching and copying from the main memory to video memory thus improving performance. Also, the framebuffer object's dimensions are not limited by the screen's dimensions. In our implementation, for each of the six cube's faces, we allocate an FBO with texture attachments of \((640\times2)\times(480\times2)\) pixels' dimensions, up-sampling to avoid aliasing artifacts. And then render the 3D scene, into this texture, from each of the 1065 IP lens positions using a 120-degree field of view virtual camera onto a \((18\times2)\times(18\times2)\) pixel viewport corresponding to each elemental image. We use a stencil mask to avoid viewport overlapping with adjacent lens' position. We then simply draw a down-sampled 640×480 pixel textured quad on the window system provided framebuffer. Our display's 3D resolution, approximately \(36\times30\) 3D dots, is limited by the number of IP lenses in the array, 1065 per face.

The left part of Figure 8 shows the relative positions of the 3D model and the six IP lens arrays, corresponding to the six faces of the cube. The dot clouds represent the positions of each lens inside the lens array. The right part of the same figure shows the resulting IP image for the front face of the cubic display. The zoom inset shows the details of the elemental images generated. The elemental images are inverted due to the front face LCD display being positioned upside down in our prototype. Figure 9 shows a simultaneous multi-face viewing of a 3D teapot displayed on the gCubik utilizing the proposed wide field-of-view IP lens described here.

Algorithm 1 shows our proposed algorithm. During initialization, for each screen, we allocate an FBO
Algorithm 1 FBO を用いた IP 画像のレンダリングアルゴリズム; IP rendering algorithm using FBOs

Init Program
Initialize 3D Scene and sensors ## initGL()
Initialize FBO for each screen
...
Rendering Loop
update animation and sensors ## tickGL()
for each screen in the cube display
bind screen's FBO as rendering target
for each elemental lens in the screen
move camera to lens' position
lookat inside the cube
set camera projection to perspective
set FBO's target rendering area ...
... according to lens position
set circular/hexagonal mask
render 3D scene to FBO ## drawGL()
release screen's FBO as rendering target
down-sample IP image to screen size
display IP image on screen
cleanup 3D scene and sensors ## closeGL()
End

with a texture and a depth buffer as images. This is the texture where the elemental images are generated. The rendering loop goes over all the screens of the display and over all the elemental lenses on each screen and moves a virtual camera to each lens position. The IP elemental image is then generated by rendering the 3D scene using this camera.

Special care is needed to set the position of the rendering target area on the FBO by setting the viewport accordingly. Also, to avoid writing over other elemental images a scissor test is required. In case the elemental image shape is not a rectangle, an stencil mask should be used to avoid overlapping of elemental images. Once each screen's IP image is generated, the FBO contains such image, the algorithm simply draw a textured rectangle on the screen's framebuffer. Here, texture mapping down-samples the IP image using the texture minifying function, antialiasing if necessary. The rendering loop then repeats the above steps until a halt.

In our tests, we achieved up to 12 fps for a multi-material, non-textured, 3500-vertex, 6500-triangle, shaded and lit 3D teapot model, using a 2.66GHz Intel Core2 Quad CPU with one NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GT graphics card.

3.4 Real-time Animation Support

The real-time rendering algorithm for IP described above effectively allows us to provide real-time animation and interactivity to our gCubik 3D display.

In order to ease application development for the gCubik 3D display, we implemented a plug-in architecture as shown in Figure 10. We abstracted the IP rendering algorithm described above into a module just on top the OpenGL graphics library[29]. Application developers have the flexibility of adding real-time contents depending on their needs and expertise, via either a generic OpenGL plug-in, 3D model data or 3D model animation. They are all then passed down to the IP rendering module to generate the images required for the gCubik display.

The generic OpenGL plug-in allows experienced programmers to directly issue OpenGL commands to describe the application's virtual 3D world, its 3D objects and their behaviors. The developer's API, also shown in Algorithm 1, consists of four functions: "initGL" and "closeGL", called only once during the application, mainly used to initialize or destroy the graphics context, load 3D model data, and any other sensor initialization necessary; "tickGL" called once during every loop of the IP rendering process, mainly used to update the virtual objects positions and behaviors according to sensor data inputs; "drawGL" is called every time an elemental image of the 3D scene is generated, as many as times as the number of IP lenses, 6×1065 in the case of the gCubik display. Therefore any performance optimizations should start by optimizing this function.

The 3D model data module can be used to easily load and display 3D objects in different formats. The current implementation only supports the Alias Wavefront OBJ format but other format could be easily added. Graphics designers would use this module to easily display their 3D objects in the gCubik display.

The 3D animation module allows graphics designers and experienced 3D animators to develop animation in the 3D software of their choice. We natively support Quake MD2 animation format files. However, Maya animation files can be also be converted off-line into Quake MD2 animation files for rendering.
4 Conceptual Implementation and Discussion

4.1 Virtual 3D Aquarium Application

In order to showcase the original capabilities of the gCubik+i platform we developed an interactive 3D Virtual Aquarium as a proof of concept application. Users can simultaneously view, share and hand over to others interactive 3D fishes, thus better supporting their group collaboration. This application enhances a similar one described in [32], by adding group-shared interactive 3D images.

Using the gCubik, a graspable cubic 3D display, users can naturally pick up static 2D fish images from a digital illustrated book on a table and see them transforming into 3D fishes. The 3D fishes in the display are interactive and animated in real-time. They are viewable from any direction without special glasses.

By dragging their fingers on the sides of the display, users can explore different viewing angles of the fishes. Users can also scare away the fishes by repetitively stroking on the faces of the cube. To release the fish back into the 2D digital book on the table simply touch its previous location with the gCubik. Figure 11 illustrates the flow of steps during the interaction. In the current implementation, there a six fishes displayed on the table.

![Interactive 3D image-viewing](image)

**Fig. 11** Interaction process and image exchange flow between the gCubik and a digital illustrated book.

4.2 Users Interaction Experiences

The gCubik+i platform and its Virtual 3D Aquarium application have been exhibited in several major venues[33, 34]. The following discussion is based on the analysis of video recorded sessions of users interacting with the system during the exhibits[33]. More than one thousand users interacted with the system during eight-hour four-day exhibits.

4.2.1 Group-sharing

Figure 12 shows a typical scene of users interacting with the system. We repeatedly observed the group sharing actions discussed in Section 2.4. Namely, 1) gather around the table, 2) simultaneous pointing, 3) handing over the display to others for closer inspection, and 4) natural eye contact while switching attention from the display to other users comments.

Gathering around the table(1) and simultaneous pointing(2) were possible given that our display can be viewed, in stereo, from any direction with correct perspective for any given viewpoint. Users would feel as if they were holding and looking at a real object.

Handing the display(3) to other users for closer inspection and natural eye contact(4) were possible because our display is compact and graspable. Instead of having users to stare at a shared flat screen as in traditional tabletop displays, users of the gCubik would bring the display closer for inspection and naturally hand it over to others if necessary.

The gCubik+i platform is perfectly suitable for collaborative tasks where turn-taking among users would hinder the flow of interaction. The platform effectively integrates the four group collaboration requirements describe above.

4.2.2 Natural 2D/3D Display Interface

Most users’ comments concerned about how natural, direct and intuitive the interface between the 3D display and the tabletop display is. Occasionally users thought they were actually *fishing* by simply picking up the fishes from the table using the gCubik display, as if the fishes were actually *jumping over* when the gCubik approach them. Even users experienced in human-computer-interaction took some time to realize that the only sensor was the IR touch sensor on the table and not a special sensor in the gCubik. We believe this was due to the following factors of the interaction: the gCubik was the only moving pick-up device; the natural hand actions to
pick up and release the fishes from the table to the gCubik; and by effectively removing the fish from the table and transferring into the gCubik display, instead of simply copying it distracts the attention of the users into the gCubik[35]. This reinforced our expectations of the gCubik+i platform concept, discussed in Section 2.3, of using the graspable 3D display as the natural device to pick up or release virtual objects on a table.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed gCubik+i as a new interactive platform that naturally interfaces a 3D display with a tabletop display, suitable for group collaboration. We outlined the conceptual design of the gCubik+i platform as well as implementing an interactive virtual 3D aquarium application based on this new platform. Preliminary observations of users interacting with the system suggest that the interaction is natural and intuitive, and supports group collaboration by allowing multiple users to view and manipulate virtual 3D objects as real objects.

We plan to use the gCubik+i platform to develop multi-user applications where sharing 3D information would support collaborative tasks. Applications include, games, education and net shopping advertising among many others. We are primarily interested in research related to new interaction paradigms that may evolve from using the gCubik+i platform, and also performing evaluation experiments of its effectiveness compared to other types of interaction. We plan to integrate wireless image transfer between the gCubik and the rendering PC, thus easing free manipulation. We are also interested on research on a multi-gCubik interaction paradigm.
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